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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
The  Colorado  River  delta  is  a dramatically  transformed  landscape.  Major  changes  to  river  hydrology  and
morpho-dynamics  began  following  completion  of  Hoover  Dam  in  1936.  Today,  the  Colorado  River has  an
intermittent  and/or  ephemeral  channel  in much  of  its former  delta.  Initial  incision  of  the river channel
in  the upstream  ∼50 km  of the  delta  occurred  in  the  early  1940s  in  response  to  spillway  releases  from
Hoover  Dam  under  conditions  of drastically  reduced  sediment  supply.  A  period  of relative  quiescence  fol-
lowed, until  the ﬁlling  of  upstream  reservoirs  precipitated  a resurgence  of ﬂows  to the  delta  in  the 1980s
and 1990s.  Flow  releases  during  extreme  upper  basin  snowmelt  in  the  1980s,  ﬂood  ﬂows  from  the  Gila
River  basin  in  1993,  and  a series  of ever-decreasing  peak  ﬂows  in  the  late  1990s  and  early  2000s  further
incised  the  upstream  channel  and  caused  considerable  channel  migration  throughout  the  river corridor.
These  variable  magnitude  post-dam  ﬂoods  shaped  the  modern  river  geomorphology.  In  2014, an  exper-
imental  pulse-ﬂow  release  aimed  at rejuvenating  the  riparian  ecosystem  and  understanding  hydrologic
dynamics  ﬂowed  more  than  100  km  through  the length  of  the  delta’s  river  corridor.  This  small  artiﬁcial
ﬂood  caused  localized  meter-scale  scour  and  ﬁll  of the  streambed,  but  did  not  cause  further  incision  or
signiﬁcant  bank  erosion  because  of  its  small  magnitude.  Suspended-sand-transport  rates  were  initially
relatively  high  immediately  downstream  from  the Morelos  Dam  release  point,  but  decreasing  discharge
from  inﬁltration  losses  combined  with  channel  widening  downstream  caused  a rapid  downstream  reduc-
tion in  suspended-sand-transport  rates.  A zone  of enhanced  transport  occurred  downstream  from  the
southern  U.S.-Mexico  border  where  gradient  increased,  but effectively  no  geomorphic  change  occurred
beyond  a point  65  km downstream  from  Morelos  Dam.  Thus,  while  the pulse  ﬂow  connected  with  the
modern  estuary,  deltaic  sedimentary  processes  were  not  restored,  and  relatively  few  new  open  surfaces
were  created  for establishment  of  native  riparian  vegetation.  Because  water  in the Colorado  River  basin
is completely  allocated,  exceptional  ﬂoods  from  the  Gila  River  basin  are  the  most  likely  mechanism  for
omo
eviermajor  changes  to delta  ge
Published by Els
. Introduction
Dewatering and damming of large rivers has caused dramatic
lteration to many delta ecosystems (Giosan et al., 2014). InPlease cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
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xtreme cases, stream ﬂow no longer enters the sea for signif-
cant periods, such as in the Rio Grande (Pearce, 2006), Yellow
iver (Yang et al., 1998), and Indus River (Syvitski et al., 2013).
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: emueller@usgs.gov (E.R. Mueller).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2016.08.009
925-8574/Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-Nrphology  for  the  foreseeable  future.
 B.V.  This  is an  open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY-NC-ND  license  (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
In other cases, trapping of sediment in upstream reservoirs has
greatly reduced the amount of sediment reaching deltas and caused
erosion of delta shorelines (Carriquiry et al., 2001; Syvitski et al.,
2009, 2013; Rao et al., 2010). Relatively few studies have described
changes to the geomorphology of the riverine part of deltas in
the zone where the upstream river enters its delta. Yang et al.
(2011) documented incision of the Yangtze River into its delta fol-rphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
lowing construction of Three Gorges Dam. Incision of the Rhone
River in its delta has been attributed to a combination of early 20th
century climate change and to engineering works and water devel-
opments that have reduced sediment supply (Arnaud-Fassetta,
D license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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003; Antonelli et al., 2004). Up to 10 m of incision in the delta of the
earl River was caused by sediment depletion from upstream sand
ining (Lu et al., 2007). Recently, Anthony et al. (2015) documented
ediment evacuation along much of the length of the Mekong River
n its delta, which they attributed to upstream sand and gravel
ining.
Sykes (1937) estimated that the areal extent of the Colorado
iver delta was approximately 8600 km2. Historically, the head of
he delta was where the Colorado River emerges from a narrow
alley approximately 21 km upstream from the conﬂuence of the
ila and Colorado rivers near the Laguna Diversion Dam (Fig. 1).
he distal part of the delta is tide-dominated, and delta sediments
eposited near the head of the Gulf of California partially ﬁll a
unnel-shaped estuary that has a large tidal range (Wright, 1982).
n other parts of the delta, Colorado River sediments ﬁll basins that
re part of the Mexicali seismic zone. This zone is the southernmost
art of the San Andreas fault system and includes the sub-sea-level
alton Sink in the United States and the Laguna Salada in Mexico
Fig. 1). As described below, the Colorado River avulsed into these
asins and ﬁlled them with delta sediment during periods when vir-
ually no water or sediment was delivered to the Gulf of California
stuary. The pre-dam delta of the Colorado River was  comprised
f a complex series of channels, sloughs, and lakes with limited
uman habitation (Sykes, 1937).
The modern Colorado River delta is one of the most transformed
eltas in the world (Pitt, 2001; Schmidt, 2007; Glenn et al., 2013).
he construction of large dams and diversions throughout the basin
n the 20th century completely dewatered the formerly navigable
aze of channels. Today, no ﬂow reaches the Gulf in most years.
uch of the channel is intermittent or ephemeral, and there are
ong segments that are persistently dry. Much of the channel in the
ormer upstream part of the delta is now conﬁned by levees, and
ore than 90% of the former delta has been converted to farm ﬁelds
Luecke et al., 1999).
The purpose of this paper is to describe sediment transport and
he geomorphic effects of a short-duration pulse ﬂow that was
eleased from Morelos Dam (Fig. 1) into the delta in spring 2014.
e provide context for our analysis of the effects of the pulse ﬂow
y describing the large-scale equilibrium processes and charac-
eristics of the delta when it was most recently active in the late
800s and early 1900s. We  also describe the transient processes
ypical of the mid- and late 1900s when the delta changed greatly
n response to upstream dam construction and operation of reser-
oirs and diversions. Analysis of sediment transport and scour and
ll caused by the pulse ﬂow addresses concerns expressed when
he ﬂow release was planned that sediment transport and asso-
iated scour and ﬁll would adversely impact near-channel land
se in Mexico. Our results also provide context for evaluating the
entral ecological objective of the 2014 pulse ﬂow − to rejuvenate
he riparian ecosystem along the river corridor, and our data may
e helpful in designing future pulse ﬂows. Here, we use a combi-
ation of aerial photography, Landsat satellite imagery, historical
urvey data, conventional ﬁeld surveys, scour chains, light detec-
ion and ranging (lidar) surveys, and longitudinal measurements
f suspended and bed sediment to describe geomorphic changes
hroughout the former delta’s river corridor, with a focus on the
5-km river segment immediately downstream from Morelos Dam.
.1. Geologic and geomorphic setting of the Colorado River delta
The delta of the Colorado River partially ﬁlls a tectonic basin
ormed by rifting and transform faulting along the San Andreas −Please cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2016.08.009
ulf of California part of the North American-Paciﬁc plate bound-
ry (Nelson et al., 2013). Sediment derived from the Colorado River
lls the Salton Trough, the landward extension of the Gulf of Cal-
fornia tectonic basin, to depths exceeding 5 km (Mufﬂer and Doe, PRESS
neering xxx (2016) xxx–xxx
1968; Dorsey and Umhoefer, 2012). A delta cone comprised of Col-
orado River sediment blocks northern extension of waters from the
Gulf of California into the Salton Sink, the sub-sea-level portion of
the Salton Trough. The Colorado River has occasionally drained into
the Salton Sink during the last 5 million years (Dorsey et al., 2007).
Shorelines of paleo-Lake Cahuilla, created during more recent ﬁll-
ing of the Salton Trough, reached a maximum surface elevation of
12 m,  the elevation of the delta apex near Volcano Lake at the base
of the Cucapah Mountains (Fig. 1) (Waters, 1983). Sedimentologic
evidence suggests that the lake ﬁlled and dried many times, and the
most recent high stand was in the 17th century (Philibosian et al.,
2011).
1.2. Transformation of the delta: a navigable waterway to an
ephemeral channel
The pre-development delta was  a sparsely inhabited maze of
distributary channels, and the river’s main channel was navigable
by some early explorers and, later, as a steam navigation route from
the Gulf of California to the inland port at Yuma, Arizona (Sykes,
1937). The main channel primarily occupied the eastern part of
the delta from the 1700s until proﬁtable navigation ended in 1877
(Fig. 1) (Sykes, 1937), but the channel had been located further west
at other times. Ives (1861) described the delta as an ever-shifting
array of secondary and tertiary channels:
“The channel is circuitous . . . Slues branch in every direction . . .
The water is perfectly fresh, of a dark red color, and opaque from
the quantity of mud  held in suspension. The shifting of the chan-
nel, the banks, the islands, the bars is so continual and so rapid
that a detailed description, derived from the experiences of one
trip, would be found incorrect, not only during the subsequent
year, but perhaps in the course of a week, or even a day. . .”
Cory (1913) described progressive rise of the bed at Yuma of
approximately 0.9 m between 1878 and 1909, and many observers
reported that the channel near Yuma was  unstable and difﬁcult to
navigate due to shifting bars. Fine sediment delivered to the delta
caused occasional progradation into the Gulf of California, and Cory
(1913) stated that the delta “has extended out into the Gulf more
than 6 miles in the past 40 years.”
The existence of a large dry area below sea level relatively near a
large river attracted land speculation in the Salton Sink, and diver-
sion of the Colorado River into the Sink was ﬁrst proposed in the
1850s (Worster, 1985; Stevens, 1990; deBuys, 2001). Part of the
Colorado River’s ﬂow was ﬁrst diverted into an abandoned distribu-
tary channel − the Alamo River − in 1901, allowing settlement and
agricultural development of the Salton Sink and eventual trans-
formation of that area into the Imperial Valley. In 1905, initiated
by Gila River ﬂooding that caused the Colorado River to peak at
approximately 3200 m3/s (Fig. 2), the channel avulsed through a
poorly-constructed diversion into the newly-completed canal that
linked the Colorado River with the Alamo River. This “Great Diver-
sion” caused two  years of uncontrolled inﬂow from the Colorado
River to the Salton Sink and created the modern Salton Sea (Fig. 1).
Tremendous effort went toward shifting the river toward its former
course, which was  successful in 1907, and the main channel again
ﬂowed along the base of Sonora Mesa on the eastern edge of the
delta (Sykes, 1937).
Cory (1913) and Sykes (1937) each argued that the artiﬁcial
avulsion of the Colorado River to the west and into the Salton
Sink would have eventually occurred naturally. In fact, the earliestrphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
notice of ﬂoodwaters escaping to the Salton Sink was  in 1840, and
waters also entered the basin in 1842, 1852, 1859, 1862, and 1867
(MacDougal, 1917). A signiﬁcant diversion of the channel into the
Sink occurred in 1890 and 1891 (MacDougal, 1917; Sykes, 1937).
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Lig. 1. Map of the Colorado River delta region showing approximates dates and loc
ith  lighter colors at higher elevations.
Temporary abandonment of the Colorado River channel during
he years of unimpeded ﬂow into the Salton Sink, and subsequent
ears of reduced ﬂow due to continued diversion, caused narrow-
ng of the Colorado River channel in the delta. Sedimentation and
educed channel capacity subsequently caused the river to avulse toPlease cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
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he west near the Southerly International Boundary (SIB) in 1909;
ere, the river followed several overﬂow channels towards Volcano
ake (Fig. 1). Thereafter, delta sedimentation occurred internallys of previous river courses. Areas outside the delta region are shown as a hillshade
(Fig. 1), ﬁlling Volcano Lake with ﬁne sediment by 1922. The stream
ﬂow that eventually emptied south to the Rio Hardy had little ﬁne
sediment, and little ﬁne sediment was  delivered to the estuary and
the delta coastline during that time.
In 1922, ﬂow was  artiﬁcially diverted back to the south withrphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
hopes of restoring a connection to the Gulf (Sykes, 1937). Instead,
rapid sedimentation formed a new alluvial fan on the delta surface
upstream from the coastline, causing the bed upstream to rise; by
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nig. 2. Daily discharge hydrographs of the Colorado River at Yuma, Arizona (USGS g
USGS gage 09522000; 1950–2015), The Colorado River at the Southerly Internatio
USGS  gage 09520500; 1905–2015). Inset plot shows 6 times exaggerated scale for
930, the Vacanora Canal, a recently completed irrigation diver-
ion intended to supply water to the southern delta, captured the
ntire ﬂow (Fig. 1, 1930s-1940 channel) (Sykes, 1937; International
oundary and Water Commission (hereafter IBWC), 1980). The
iver again lost competence at the canal terminus near the Sonora-
aja California Railroad, and a new alluvial fan on the delta surface
ormed (Fig. 1). In 1942, following ﬂood peaks of approximately
50 m3/s, the river diverted west from a point just south of the rail-
oad bridge, discharging its water to the Gulf via the Rio Hardy and
epositing its ﬁne sediment load in a series of distributary channels
pstream from the Rio Hardy (IBWC, 1980). There were few ﬂoods
n subsequent years, because Lake Mead, the reservoir formed by
oover Dam, provided a very large degree of ﬂood control. In the
elta, a series of canals and levees were also constructed to further
educe the potential area of ﬂooding and channel migration (Fig. 1).
.2.1. Hydrology
Dam construction between the 1930s and 1960s led to signif-
cant changes to the lower Colorado River’s ﬂow regime (Fig. 2).
loods in the delta exceeded 5000 m3/s 3 times in the 31-year
eriod between 1905 and 1936 before any dams had been built
Fig. 2), and average daily discharge was 600 m3/s. Completion of
oover Dam allowed complete regulation of the lower Colorado
iver. Subsequent construction of Imperial Dam and Parker Dam
n 1938, Headgate Rock Dam in 1942, Morelos Dam in 1950, Davis
am in 1953, and Palo Verde Dam in 1957 facilitated efﬁcient diver-
ion of stream ﬂow to southern coastal California, central Arizona,
outhern Nevada, and irrigated ﬁelds of the Colorado River valley
tself. Completion of Glen Canyon Dam in 1963, 400 km upstream
rom Lake Mead, and other dams of the Colorado River Storage
roject in the Upper Colorado Basin, allowed nearly complete stor-Please cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
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ge and diversion of runoff. Thereafter, ﬂood ﬂows only entered the
elta from the unregulated lower Gila River watershed or during
eriods when all upstream reservoirs were full and runoff could
ot be stored.9521000; 1905–1950), the Colorado River at the Northerly International Boundary
undary (USGS gage 09522200; 1950–2015), and the Gila River near Dome, Arizona
ge at SIB from 1950 to 2015.
Subsequent to the completion of Hoover Dam, average daily dis-
charge near Yuma was reduced by approximately 67% to 200 m3/s
(Fig. 2). Nevertheless, the river usually ﬂowed to the Gulf of Califor-
nia (Fig. 2). Gaging at SIB (Fig. 2, inset), which is downstream from
all major diversions, began in 1950 when Morelos Dam  was com-
pleted. This dam was built by Mexico immediately downstream
from the Northerly International Boundary (NIB) and allows diver-
sion of the majority of the Mexican allotment of Colorado River
water to Mexicali Valley farm ﬁelds. However, Morelos Dam does
not create a storage reservoir, and any ﬂows in exceedance of those
diverted to the canal system ﬂowed uncontrolled downstream and
were measured at SIB, although some inﬁltration losses occurred
between Morelos Dam and SIB. During the period 1950–1963, the
maximum recorded daily discharge at SIB was  581 m3/s, the aver-
age daily discharge was 93 m3/s, and zero ﬂow occurred on only
14 days (Fig. 2). Thus, while Lake Mead allowed storage of most
ﬂood runoff that would otherwise have entered the delta, smaller
annual spring ﬂoods nevertheless occurred. Completion of Glen
Canyon Dam and other large dams in the upper Colorado River
basin greatly reduced ﬂows, and inﬂows to the delta were virtu-
ally eliminated. The average daily discharge at SIB was reduced to
15 m3/s during this period, and no ﬂow was recorded 18% of the
time (Fig. 2).
Lake Powell, the reservoir formed by Glen Canyon Dam, ﬁlled
for the ﬁrst time in 1980. Successive years of large snowmelt runoff
occurred in the winters of 1982–1983 and 1983–1984 and neces-
sitated large releases from all the upstream reservoirs. These high
ﬂows reached the delta (Fig. 2) (Tiegs and Pohl, 2005). Daily dis-
charge at SIB peaked at 934 m3/s on August 20, 1983, and exceeded
500 m3/s for more than 250 consecutive days. Daily mean discharge
exceeded 150 m3/s for nearly 4 consecutive years beginning in April
1983. Considerable channel adjustment occurred along the river
channel throughout the delta (McCleary, 1986; Tiegs and Pohl,rphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
2005), although the river continued to follow the general course
within the leveed river corridor that had been established by 1942.
By the late 1980s, periods of zero discharge again became common,
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nd there was no ﬂow at SIB 92% of the time between 1989 and
992. This dry period ended in 1993 by ﬂooding of the lower Gila
iver caused by a series of winter storms that produced widespread
ain and rain-on-snow in that watershed (House and Hirschboeck,
997; Tiegs and Pohl, 2005). Peak discharge of the Colorado River
t SIB reached 646 m3/s on March 7–8 (Fig. 2). The most recent sig-
iﬁcant ﬂow events of the Colorado River in its delta occurred in
he late 1990s and early 2000s from a combination of Gila River
ooding and ﬂood control releases from Lake Mead. Discharge at
IB exceeded 200 m3/s in 1999, and these ﬂows passed to the Gulf
f California; such ﬂows connecting the river and the estuary never
ccurred again. Peak daily discharge exceeded 100 m3/s in 2000 and
001; little ﬂow has been recorded at SIB since then, and there has
een no ﬂow at SIB more than 60% of the time since 2000 (Fig. 2).
rior to the 2014 pulse ﬂow, the most recent discharge recorded
t SIB occurred in April 2010 (peak of 30.5 m3/s) following several
inter and spring storms (Ramírez-Hernández et al., 2013).
The ﬂoods of the 1980s and 1990s rejuvenated native riparian
egetation along portions of the dewatered river corridor (Tiegs
t al., 2005; Glenn et al., 2001, 2008; 2013). The successful recruit-
ent of native vegetation following these ﬂoods created interest in
roviding future periodic pulses of water to the dry river channel
Luecke et al., 1999; Pitt et al., 2000). The passage of Minute 319
f the 1944 treaty between the United States and Mexico, followed
ore than a decade of negotiations (Pitt, 2001; Tiegs et al., 2005;
lessa et al., 2013; Glenn et al., 2013). The Minute addressed many
ssues related to bi-national water management and allowed one
xperimental “pulse ﬂow” release to the delta as well as smaller
agnitude base-ﬂow deliveries (King et al., 2014). On March 23,
014, a portion of the Colorado River was intentionally released
hrough Morelos Dam and the Colorado River ﬂowed into the dry
iver channel of the delta. This pulse ﬂow consisted of a 3-day max-
mum release of 120 m3/s, followed by a multi-month period of
ase ﬂows (<20 m3/s) before all releases ceased (Pitt and Kendy,
his issue). The pulse ﬂow was designed to encourage native plant
ermination and provide base ﬂows that would allow sufﬁcient soil
oisture so that there would be establishment and survival of new
egetation.
.3. Modern geomorphology of the river corridor in the delta
The ∼35 km of river, measured along the modern thalweg,
etween the NIB and SIB is called the limitrophe, because the right
ank is Mexico and the left bank is the United States (hereafter,
iver distances are given in river km along the channel thalweg
ownstream from Morelos Dam (Fig. 3)). Here, the river channel is
elatively natural, and has not been signiﬁcantly modiﬁed except
or conﬁning levees. The upstream part of the limitrophe is single-
hreaded and more conﬁned, and irrigation return ﬂow and seepage
rom Morelos Dam provides sufﬁcient base ﬂow (1–2 m3/s) to sup-
ort dense vegetation along the banks of the narrow (∼10–20 m)
hannel (Fig. 3). In the downstream part of the limitrophe, the chan-
el is dry. Bank vegetation is less dense and largely composed of
amarisk, the dominant vegetation type on higher surfaces outside
f the main channel. The width of the alluvial corridor between
he levees ranges from approximately 0.5 km immediately down-
tream from Morelos Dam to more than 4 km in the downstream
art of the limitrophe.
A 35-km long segment in Mexico downstream from SIB is also
ypically dry. We  refer to the entire segment between river kilo-
eter 20 and 65 as “the dry reach” (Fig. 3). Downstream of SIB,
uch of the corridor of the dry reach has a naturally-formed plan-Please cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
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orm between levees, but is bisected by a pilot channel intended to
oncentrate ﬂow whenever it occurs − both the pilot and natural
hannels were inundated during the pulse ﬂow. For approximately
5 km (from river km 65–90) downstream from the dry reach, the PRESS
neering xxx (2016) xxx–xxx 5
channel is wet from ground-water inﬂow, but the channel further
downstream (i.e., beyond 90 km downstream from Morelos Dam)
is normally dry to the estuary. In Mexico, the levee-to-levee width
is approximately 1–3 km in the dry reach, and is only 0.5–1.5 km
wide between river km 65 and 90 where the river corridor is fully
channelized (Fig. 3). In the furthest downstream part of the delta,
the levee-to-levee width increases to as much as 5–20 km, and the
river’s path follows a narrow pilot channel perched on the high part
of the delta surface.
Average channel gradient is 0.00023 for 100 km downstream
from Morelos Dam. The river proﬁle is approximately linear but has
several breaks in slope caused by natural channel adjustments or
anthropogenic modiﬁcation. Channel gradient varies from approx-
imately 0.00003–0.0002 from river km 0–15; gradient increases to
0.0003 from river km 15–25 but is only 0.00006 near SIB. Down-
stream from SIB, gradient increases an order of magnitude to 0.0006
for approximately 5 km.  Interactions between the pilot channel
and the natural stream bed cause additional deviations from the
average gradient from river km 55–65. Slope changes are less pro-
nounced further downstream.
The active channel, deﬁned as that part of the channel that lacks
vegetation and has deﬁned banks, has a typical width of 20–50 m
in most of the delta. The active channel has a sand bed with small
amounts of gravel near Morelos Dam; higher terraces that are no
longer inundated under normal ﬂows have a higher proportion of
ﬁnes. Bed material is typically dominated by ﬁne sands in the main
channel, with a smaller component of silt and clay on the channel
bed and on higher ﬂoodplain surfaces (Sykes, 1937; Leopold, 1949;
Tetra Tech, 2004; Tiegs and Pohl, 2005).
2. Methods
2.1. Analysis of 20th century channel change
2.1.1. Cross-section measurements
We evaluated changes in bed elevation at 9 cross-sections
(Fig. 3) in the limitrophe ﬁrst surveyed by the IBWC in 1940. Tech-
nical reports by Tetra Tech (2004) and Natural Channel Design/Fred
Phillips Consulting (hereafter, NCD/FPC) (2006) provide full cross-
section data for each of these cross-sections for 1982, 1989, and
1999 and minimum thalweg elevation for 1942, 1949, 1966, 1976,
1982, 1983, 1989, and 1999. Additional data were available from an
IBWC report (IBWC, 1986) that provides plots of temporal changes
in the average elevation of the lowest 90 m of the river chan-
nel (hereafter, “low elevation channel”), for each cross-section,
between 1940 and 1985. We  digitized a summary longitudinal
proﬁle in this report and extracted the average elevation of the
low elevation channel in 1940, 1980, 1983, and 1985 (Supplemen-
tal Fig. S1). We  also extracted the average elevation of the lowest
∼90 m for each cross-section in 1944 from the individual cross-
section plots to document early 1940s bed incision (IBWC, 1986).
In combination with the bed elevation in the thalweg, this addi-
tional value provides an indication of the relative width of the
deepest part of the channel. Narrow, V-shaped channels will have
an average elevation of the lowest ∼90 m that is much higher than
the elevation of the thalweg, whereas wider, trapezoidal channels
have an average elevation of the lowest ∼90 m that is only slightly
higher than the elevation of the thalweg. We  compared digitized
values to those measured from the raw cross-section data during
the period of overlap and found very good agreement between
values. In order to compare 2014 lidar elevation data to the his-rphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
toric IBWC cross-sections, we adjusted the vertical datum of the
IBWC-derived cross-section from NVGD29 to NAVD88 by adding a
constant of 0.684 m to each elevation value. This adjustment factor
is based on the National Geodetic Survey datum conversion pro-
Please cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomorphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado River delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2016.08.009
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Fig. 3. Map  showing locations of primary ﬁeld measurements. Lidar is overlain showing its extent approximately deﬁned by the primary levees. Locations of Gadsden Bend
shown  in Fig. 4 and lidar detail shown in Fig. 12 are outlined. Inset photos show the Colorado River at the Southerly International Boundary during normal conditions prior
to  the pulse ﬂow, and during the peak release.
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Fig. 4. Aerial photos of Gadsden Bend showing channel change since 1939. On the bottom, a lidar elevation map and geomorphic map  indicating the timing of most recent
channel reworking are included. Yellow dots represent the modern thalweg. Photo dates and discharge as recorded at the Yuma (09521000) or NIB (09522000) gage and
t 4/194
6  m3/s
i  to th
g
a
s
W
a
the  SIB (09522200) gage are included as available: 2/14/1939: 612 m3/s (Yuma); 5/
.2  m3/s (SIB); 5/29/1981: 70 m3/s (NIB), 0 m3/s (SIB); 5/30/1989: 56 m3/s (NIB), 0
nterpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
ram (http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/TOOLS/Vertcon/vertcon.html) for
 point in the middle of the study area; we chose a constant off-Please cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2016.08.009
et, because this value varies by less than 1% in the area of interest.
hile this method imparts a degree of uncertainty, the IBWC data
re internally consistent, and the signal of changes in bed eleva-
ion is strong enough to illustrate the temporal pattern of post-dam9: 223 m3/s (Yuma); 6/30/1963: 48 m3/s (NIB), 1.3 (SIB); 5/26/1976: 41 m3/s (NIB),
 (SIB); no ﬂow in the 1996, 2003, and 2013 photos; 4/7/2014: 20 m3/s (SIB). (For
e web version of this article.)
channel incision in the limitrophe even considering a conservative
+/− 1 m uncertainty.rphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
2.1.2. Landsat image analysis of channel migration
We  used 16 sets of 30-m Landsat imagery, captured between
1983 and 2014, to map  large-scale (>30 m) changes in thalweg
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tig. 5. Annotated cross-section (location shown in Fig. 4) illustrating location of a
oodplain during the post-dam period. Compare thalweg elevation changes to thos
ocation during the most active period of channel change since com-
letion of Glen Canyon Dam (Supplemental Fig. S2). We  related
bserved migration rates to ﬂow metrics to develop a relation
etween ﬂow magnitude and lateral channel change. The most
ecent image set was collected onboard Landsat 8, and all earlier
magery was collected onboard Landsats 4 and 5. We  focus our
nalysis of channel migration on the 50 km immediately down-
tream from Morelos Dam, because this segment has experienced
ess anthropogenic manipulation between ﬂoods than have other
arts of the river. We  digitized the thalweg in ArcGIS using Land-
at imagery during periods of relatively low ﬂow that bracketed
ajor ﬂoods and other high ﬂows. In cases where ﬂows remained
igh between ﬂoods, such as during the 1983–1985 period, we
ssumed that the channel centerline was representative of the thal-
eg. We  calculated channel migration rates in 100–300 m reaches
sing the Planform Statistics Toolbox from the National Center for
arth Surface Dynamics (Lauer, 2006). As a conservative estimate
f a minimum detection threshold, we approximated the error as
lus or minus one pixel width (30 m)  (Mueller et al., 2015).
.1.3. Geomorphic mapping with aerial photos and lidar
We mapped portions of the limitrophe to document the timing
f formation of different geomorphic surfaces using aerial pho-
ographs taken between major ﬂood events, a 1-m lidar digital
levation model (DEM) (discussed below), and ﬁeld reconnaissance
e.g. Reynolds et al., 2014). We  focused on the Gadsden Bend area
Fig. 3). We  obtained all freely available aerial photography for the
imitrophe from earthexplorer.usgs.gov. Spatial resolution varied
rom sub-meter (1949 and 1963), to 1 m (1992, 1996, 2003, 2007,
nd 2013), to 5 or 6 m (1976, 1981, and 1989). We  also obtained
.85 m resolution imagery from 1939 U.S. Department of Interior
ureau of Reclamation overﬂights from the U.S. Geological Survey
USGS) (Laura Norman, USGS, personal communication; Norman
t al., 2006), and 0.5-m resolution WorldView satellite imagery
rom April 7, 2014, after the peak of the pulse ﬂow. These aerial
hoto dates bracket the period of major post-dam channel change
n the limitrophe. We  georeferenced three photo sets that were not
ectiﬁed (Supplemental Table S1) using a minimum of 10 control
oints such as street intersections, canals, bridges, and other points
nlikely to have changed between images. Georeferencing errors
ere 3–5 times the pixel size, which translates to approximately
 m to 25 m of registration error for coarser resolution aerial photos.Please cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2016.08.009
he remaining aerial photos and satellite imagery were provided as
eoreferenced grids (Supplemental Table S1). We focused our geo-
orphic mapping on distinct breaks in topographic slope evident in
he 1-m lidar DEM and informed by comparison with the differentchannel and channel thalweg and highlighting major changes to the channel and
ted in Fig. 6 for a clearer depiction of timing and magnitude.
photo sets. Coarser resolution Landsat imagery, which is available
on a 2-week interval, was used to document the inundation extent
during different ﬂood events.
Discharge at the time of image acquisition was estimated using
records from the SIB gage for the period after 1950 when the record
is available and the discharge at the Yuma gage for the 1939 and
1949 photos. The actual discharge in the study area was less than
that measured at Yuma because of diversions at Morelos Dam.
2.2. Pulse ﬂow
2.2.1. Discharge measurements
Discharge was measured at multiple locations by the USGS, Uni-
versidad Autónoma de Baja California (UABC), and the IBWC using a
boat- or kayak- mounted Sontek M9  Acoustic Doppler Current Pro-
ﬁler (ADCP) or, at wadeable ﬂows, a Sontek Flowtracker Acoustic
Velocity Meter (ADVM) following standard USGS methods (Rantz,
1982; Mueller et al., 2013). At most sites, discharge was mea-
sured each day during the peak release and less frequently during
pulse ﬂow recession. In total, discharge was measured at 15 differ-
ent sites on the main-stem river downstream from Morelos Dam.
When used in combination with stage data measured at 2- to 60-
min  intervals to construct hydrographs, these data document the
migration of the pulse-ﬂow ﬂood wave, attenuation of the peak,
and the magnitude of downstream losses as a consequence of bed
inﬁltration.
We calculated continuous hydrographs following the methods
of Rantz (1982) for three sites in the limitrophe. Two sites are
located at established gages operated by the IBWC: Colorado River
at Eleven Mile (gage 09522100) (hereafter referred to as the 11-
mile gage) located 5.2 km downstream from Morelos Dam and
Colorado River at the Southerly International Boundary near San
Luis, AZ (gage 09522200) (hereafter referred to as the SIB gage)
located at river km 34.5 (Fig. 3). The third site was established as
a temporary USGS gaging station intermediate to the other two
sites: Colorado River below Morelos Dam at 20-mile (09522150)
(hereafter, referred to as the 20-mile gage) located at river km 27.7
(Fig. 3).
2.2.2. Suspended-sediment transport
We measured suspended-sediment transport between March
23 and April 22, 2014, in order to characterize longitudinalrphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
trends in suspended-sediment concentration and to estimate
total suspended-sediment loads. We  collected depth-integrated
suspended sediment samples using a US D-74 or US DH-81
sampler suspended from a boat or while wading at low ﬂow.
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elocity-weighted, suspended-sediment concentrations in the
ross sections at the three gaging stations in the limitrophe
ere measured using the Equal Width Increment (EWI) technique
Edwards and Glysson, 1999). Each EWI  measurement consisted of
 passes of 10–12 separate samples made at equally spaced points
cross the cross section (hereafter called “verticals”). The majority
f samples were processed individually for each vertical allowing
or the detection of bed contamination caused by impact of the
ampler with the bed. At the 11-mile gage, we also collected sus-
ended sediment samples every few hours using an ISCO pump
ampler. The suspended silt-and-clay concentrations and sand con-
entrations measured by the pump sampler were calibrated to the
ross section at this gage using concurrent EWI  measurements. We
eport all sediment concentrations with 95-percent-conﬁdence-
evel errors (Topping et al., 2010, 2011). Concurrent measurements
f stage and discharge allowed for the estimation of total suspended
ne sediment loads at these sites (Porterﬁeld, 1972). We  use ±10%
ncertainty as a conservative estimate of potential measurement
ias for all cumulative sediment load and sediment budget calcu-
ations. Because these uncertainties may  persist in cumulative load
alculations, the uncertainties are additive and increase through
ime (Sibley et al., 2015). We  did not measure bed load trans-
ort, which imparts uncertainty in our estimates of total sediment
oads. Based on ﬁeld observations indicating considerable bed load
ransport of sand, we assume that the bed load component of the
otal sand budget is equal to the suspended-sand component in the
esults below.
Single-vertical suspended samples were collected at 6 addi-
ional sites in a quasi-Lagrangian sampling scheme during the ﬁrst
ay of peak ﬂow, including 2 sites downstream from SIB (Fig. 3). We
lso collected single-vertical samples concurrently with EWI  sam-
ling at the 11-mile and SIB gages to assess the compatibility of this
ethod with the EWI  method. A cross-section average bed sam-
le (averaged among 3 approximately equi-spaced individual bed
amples) was collected at each measurement location in the cross-
ection during each EWI  measurement to document changes in bed
rain size during the pulse ﬂow. Grain size of the bed sediment
amples was determined using standard dry-sieving techniques
ith an assessment of ﬁeld and lab error. Full data sets and an
nteractive user-interface for the visualization of these data, cal-
ulation of sediment loads at these stations, and calculation of the
ediment budgets for the reaches between these stations, including
rror, are available at gcmrc.gov/discharge qw sediment/ or cida.
sgs.gov/gcmrc/discharge qw sediment/(Sibley et al., 2015).
.2.3. Repeat lidar
Aerial lidar was acquired in March and August 2014, before and
fter the pulse ﬂow (Quantum Spatial, 2015). The lidar data cover
he entire study area between the levees and extends from Morelos
am to the Gulf of California. We  computed topographic change
etween lidar ﬂights using Geomorphic Change Detection (GCD)
oftware in ArcGIS (Wheaton et al., 2010; gcd.joewheaton.org). We
imited our change analysis to the areas of the channel that were dry
uring both lidar ﬂights. Areas where the channel was inundated
uring either of the lidar ﬂights were not analyzed, because the
idar does not penetrate the water, and there was little geomorphic
hange in the subaerial parts of the river corridor adjacent to the
nundated channel.
We assessed the vertical accuracy of the pre- and post-pulse
ow DEMs by comparing lidar elevations to Real-Time Network
RTN) and post-processed Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) Global Nav-
gation Satellite System (GNSS) checkpoints at 574 points andPlease cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
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85 points collected before and after the pulse ﬂow, respectively.
hese ground-control points were collected along measured cross-
ections under conditions ranging from full vegetation cover to
pen sand. Following Federal Geodetic Data Committee (FGDC) PRESS
neering xxx (2016) xxx–xxx 9
standards, we computed the vertical accuracy, ız, of each DEM as
1.96 x RMSEz, where
RMSEz =
√∑
(zGNSS − zLidar)2/n, (1)
z is elevation and n is the number of repeat observations. For the
DEM of difference (DoD), we then computed the change detection
uncertainty, ıDoD, as the sum in quadrature of the vertical errors,
ızpre and ızpost, for each DEM:
ıDoD =
√
ızpre2 + ızpost2. . (2)
The z terms were similar for both the pre- and post-pulse ﬂow
lidar data, and ıDoD was  ∼0.208 m.  We  clipped the area of analysis
to those areas of the channel and ﬂoodplain that were inundated
during the pulse ﬂow. For the analysis presented here, we  use a
constant uncertainty of ± 0.20 m for the entire analysis area.
2.2.4. Repeat cross-sections and scour chains
We established a total of 39 cross sections in the study area in
locations likely to be inundated by the pulse ﬂow. Twenty-three
cross sections were spaced 1- to 4-km apart within the limitro-
phe, and 13 cross sections were established downstream from the
limitrophe (Fig. 3). In addition to cross-sections, scour and ﬁll was
measured at 58 other locations using a combination of scour chains
and metal rods that supported temperature sensors.
3. Results
3.1. Fluvial geomorphic processes and changes prior to the pulse
ﬂow
What was once the high alluvial surface of the delta was progres-
sively abandoned after 1939 due to bed incision. The 1939 photos
(612 m3/s at Yuma) show a distinct main channel, with overbank
ﬂow inundating ﬂoodplain surfaces on both banks (Fig. 4). For-
merly inundated areas include surfaces that are now high terraces
approximately 6–7 m above the modern thalweg (Fig. 5); these for-
mer  parts of the active channel have been converted to farm ﬁelds.
There is no evidence that these surfaces were inundated during
ﬂoods in the 1980s and 1990s. Following the completion of Hoover
Dam, the low-elevation channel was  incised, on average, approx-
imately 2 m at the IBWC cross sections between 1940 and 1944
when there were ﬂoods as large as 900 m3/s in the delta (Fig. 6;
IBWC, 1986). The impact of bed incision is evident in the 1949 air
photos that depict ﬂow conﬁned to a single channel, even though
discharge at Yuma was  relatively high at the time of this photo
series − 223 m3/s. The approximate channel planform that existed
in 1949 persisted for several decades thereafter. Between 1950 and
1963, multiple ﬂow peaks at SIB exceeded 200 m3/s and altered the
thalweg position; however, there was  little change in bed eleva-
tion (Figs. 4 and 6). After 1963, the channel did not signiﬁcantly
change for almost 20 years, because there was little stream ﬂow in
the limitrophe (Figs. 4 and 6). Minor changes in thalweg position
are evident between 1976 and 1981 (Fig. 4). This period included
approximately nine months of 100–200 m3/s ﬂows in 1980 that
followed the ﬁlling of Lake Powell (Fig. 2).
The high magnitude and persistent ﬂoods in the mid-1980s
completely reworked the channel and caused extensive channel
migration (Figs. 4 and 7). Large areas of agricultural ﬁelds on pre-
dam terrace surfaces were lost (Fig. 4) because of 100 s of meters of
bank erosion and extensive meander migration throughout the lim-
itrophe (McCleary, 1986; Tetra Tech, 2004; Tiegs and Pohl, 2005;rphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
NCD/FPC, 2006) and farther downstream (Supplemental Fig. S2).
Mean bed elevation of the IBWC cross-sections was  lowest in 1983
following the largest peak ﬂows, but bed elevations aggraded some-
what as ﬂow diminished in the later 1980s (IBWC, 1986) (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. A) Changes in the maximum thalweg depth and average depth of the deepest
∼90 m (300 feet) for the historic IBWC cross-sections. 2014 points derived from
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Fig. 7. Channel migration rates since 1983 for an approximately 50 km reach down-
stream from Morelos Dam (see also Supplemental Fig. S2). Top plot shows the peak
discharge as measured at SIB during the period between Landsat images versus
migration rate. Bottom plot shows the average discharge (note here that the dis-
charge axis is logarithmic) between Landsat images versus migration rate. Points
show the mean migration rate and caps show the 25th and 75th percentile. Redidar. Maximum thalweg depth for the remaining years from Tetra Tech (2004) and
CD/FPC (2006). B) Example of IBWC cross-section data provided by NCD/FPC (2006)
ompared to the lidar data collected in 2014.
he 1993 ﬂoods reworked much of the channel that had been
ctive during the 1980s ﬂoods and likely contributed to some of
he bed incision measured between 1989 and 1999 (Figs. 5 and 6),
specially in the downstream part of the limitrophe and perhaps
urther downstream in Mexico where we do not have topographic
easurements. The inundated area was smaller and channel migra-
ion rates were lower than observed in the 1980s (Fig. 7). Ten-m
POT satellite images from 1993 were obtained at a discharge of
586 m3/s, comparable to the discharge in the 1939 photos. The
993 air photos depict a river that does not inundate higher ter-
aces that were formerly part of the active channel in the 1939
hotos (Supplemental Fig. S3); this change reﬂects the magnitude
f bed incision (Fig. 6). Since 1989, the low-elevation channel has
emained relatively stable in elevation, whereas minimum thal-
eg elevation has lowered by approximately 1 m.  Floods in the
ate 1990s and early 2000s, which were smaller than those in the
980s and 1993 but larger than the 2014 pulse ﬂow, incised the
halweg to depths nearly equivalent to those measured following
he largest ﬂows in 1983. Thus, these ﬂows incised part of the for-
er  low-elevation channel, and the channel became narrower. The
nnotated cross-section in Fig. 5 illustrates the relative topographic
levation and times of inundation and reworking of different sur-
aces. The recent active channel is clearly inset within progressively
lder surfaces that have been effectively abandoned in the last two
ecades, and the 2014 imagery showing the waning stage of the
ulse ﬂow and the lidar topography indicate that the channel con-
guration is very similar to that observed in 2003 (Fig. 4).
The topography of the modern river corridor in the limitrophe
ncludes higher terraces that were active as recently as 1939, inter-
ediate elevation terraces that were part of the active channelPlease cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2016.08.009
nd ﬂoodplain in 1949 and 1963 but abandoned after 1963, and
ower elevation surfaces that were geomorphically active in the
980s and 1990s (Fig. 4, geomorphic map). Inset even lower is a
elatively narrow active channel where the thalweg was  incisedpoint is that period that includes the pulse ﬂow. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
to depths several meters below the pre-dam channel thalweg.
Further downstream in Mexico, the degree to which the modern
active channel is inset within higher terrace surfaces diminishes
(Supplemental Fig. S4). Often, the surfaces that were active during
these different ﬂood events form unpaired terraces that are similar
in elevation (Ramírez-Hernández et al., 2015). Topographic relief
from the highest terrace to the thalweg ranges from 7 to 8 m in
the limitrophe where there has been post-dam incision of 2–4 m.
However, approximately 80 km downstream from Morelos Dam in
the dry reach in Mexico, maximum relief from the highest terrace
to the thalweg decreases to 4–5 m, likely reﬂecting a diminishing
degree of post-dam incision. Landsat imagery during the 1980s
ﬂoods shows sediment deposition approximately 105 km down-
stream from Morelos Dam (Supplemental Fig. S4), and the channel
today is perched above areas that were inundated in the 1980s
ﬂoods (Supplemental Fig. S4).
3.2. Hydrology and suspended-sediment transport of the pulse
ﬂowrphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
Field observations in the limitrophe show that the pulse ﬂow
inundated most of the reach to an elevation slightly higher than
the top of the modern, inset active channel banks; this channel
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Fig. 8. A) Hydrographs from Morelos Dam and the three gaging stations where suspended-sediment measurements were collected in the limitrophe reach. B) Suspended-silt-
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ond-clay concentrations with cumulative loads given in metric tons. Error bars on th
and  median grain size of the bed surface. D) Suspended-sand concentrations from E
n  suspended-sand concentration. F) Hysteresis in suspended-sand grain size.
ypically ranges in width from 50 to 100 m (Fig. 5). A peak ﬂow
elease of 120 m3/s from Morelos Dam occurred on the seventh
ay of the pulse ﬂow, and a secondary peak occurred several days
ater; recession from the secondary peak lasted approximately 3
eeks (Fig. 8). Discharge decreased downstream because of both
ood-peak attenuation and inﬁltration into the stream bed, and the
eak discharge of 71 m3/s at SIB was ∼35% less than the peak at the
1-mile gage. Further downstream, discharge decreased greatly,
nd peak stream ﬂow at the downstream end of the dry reach in
exico was only 15 m3/s. This ﬂow was less than 25% of the ﬂow
easured at the SIB gage. Supplemental water from canal spillway
eliveries in Mexico facilitated the propagation of pulse ﬂow waterPlease cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2016.08.009
urther downstream to the estuary, but discharge remained very
ow downstream from the dry reach. A peak discharge of 4.7 m3/s
ccurred 95 km downstream from Morelos Dam. On May  15, sev-ended- and bed-sediment data indicate 95%-conﬁdence-level errors. C) Changes in
ples with computed cumulative sediment loads given in metric tons. E) Hysteresis
eral weeks after the pulse release had ended at Morelos Dam, pulse
ﬂow water met  the spring tide of the Gulf of California and estab-
lished a brief fresh water connection to the ocean.
Suspended-silt-and-clay concentrations were low at all mea-
surement sites ( < 35 mg/L), but were generally greatest at the
11-mile gage where discharge was also greatest; concentrations
were low (<15 mg/L) and relatively similar in magnitude at the
20-mile and SIB gages (Fig. 8). An exception is a spike in suspended-
silt-and-clay concentration at SIB (∼37 mg/L) on the leading edge of
the pulse ﬂow (similarly timed measurements were not available at
the 20-mile gage) (Fig. 8). This was the highest suspended-silt-and-
clay concentration measurement, and likely reﬂects initial ﬂushingrphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
of ﬁner sediments that had accumulated on the stream bed dur-
ing the preceding years of no ﬂow. A smaller leading-edge spike is
also evident at the 11-mile gage (Fig. 8), but similar measurements
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Table 1
Computed sediment budgets; negative budgets indicate erosion and positive budgets indicate deposition.
Change in Suspended Silt and Clay Mass Change in Sand Massa
(metric tons) (metric tons)
Reach River KM Lower Bound Zero Bias Upper Bound Lower Bound Zero Bias Upper Bound
Morelos Dam to 11-Mile 0–5.2 −1500 −1300 −1200 −8400 −8000 −7600
11-Mile to 20-Mile 5.2–27.7 580 780 970 6200 6600 7100
20-mile to SIB 27.7–34.4 −19 86 190 970 1100 890
SIB  downstream to Mexico 34.4–65? 430 480 530 370 380 400
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Data available at http://www.gcmrc.gov/discharge qw sediment/reaches/CRD.
a Assuming bed load component equal to suspended sand load.
ere not available at the 20-mile gage. Suspended-silt-and-clay
ass balance budgets constructed from these measurements sug-
est that 1300 t of silt and clay were exported from the reach
pstream from the 11-mile gage (Table 1), although we  do not know
f any silt and clay was supplied from upstream of Morelos Dam.
arther downstream, suspended-silt-and-clay budgets suggest that
ilt and clay accumulated within the channel and on the ﬂoodplain
Table 1). More deposition occurred in the limitrophe than further
ownstream (Table 1). Thus, although minor overbank deposition
f silt and clay likely occurred throughout the study reach down-
tream from the 11-mile gage, silt-and-clay concentrations were
uite low and much of this very ﬁne sediment was likely wash load
uring the pulse.
Suspended-sand loads were greater than suspended silt-and-
lay loads, and decreased downstream in the limitrophe (Fig. 8).
uspended-sand concentrations tended to be greater on the rising
imb, and all sites exhibited some degree of clockwise hysteresis
n discharge-concentration space. Thus, the magnitude of decrease
n sand transport was greater than the magnitude of decrease in
ischarge. At the 11-mile gage, clockwise hysteresis of suspended-
and concentrations with discharge (Fig. 8E) corresponded with
ounter-clockwise hysteresis in suspended-sand grain size with
ischarge (Fig. 8F); thus, suspended sand grain size was  coarser for
 given discharge on the falling limb of the hydrograph. The grain
ize of the bed substrate also approximately doubled during the
ulse ﬂow (Fig. 8C). These observations collectively suggest that the
upply of sand available for entrainment and transport became pro-
ressively depleted through time, and resulted in winnowing of ﬁne
and and coarsening of the stream bed (e.g., Topping et al., 2000a,b;
ean et al., 2016). Clockwise hysteresis in suspended-sand con-
entrations with discharge at the 20-mile gage was accompanied
y coarsening of suspended-sand during the rising limb (Fig. 8E
nd 8F), but we did not collect sufﬁcient sand during the falling
imb to perform grain-size analysis. In contrast to the 11-mile gage,
uspended-sand grain size and suspended-sand concentration at
IB exhibited clockwise hysteresis with discharge (Figs. 8E and 8F).
t this site, both sand concentration and grain size decreased dur-
ng the peak of the hydrograph, which may  have reﬂected enhanced
orm drag, because bed forms developed during the rising limb (e.g.,
leinhans et al., 2007). Widespread ﬂuvial dunes were observed
hroughout this measurement section following the pulse ﬂow.
nlike at the 11-mile gage, neither site in the downstream part
f the limitrophe showed signiﬁcant changes in bed grain size
Fig. 8C).
Approximately 4000 t of suspended sand passed the 11-mile
age during the pulse ﬂow, but only ∼680 and ∼190 t of suspended
and passed the 20-mile and SIB gages, respectively (Fig. 8). There
as probably also a signiﬁcant bed load component of sand trans-
ort. We  observed bed forms throughout the limitrophe, and, based
n the average wavelength and amplitude of observed dunes, a sin-Please cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
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le dune could contain 10 s to 100 s of metric tons of transported
and. Thus, given that little suspended-sand bypassed Morelos
am and that the coarsening of bed- and suspended-sand grainsize at the 11-mile gage indicates winnowing of ﬁne sand from
the bed during the pulse ﬂow, we conclude that sand was likely
eroded from the reach between the dam and the 11-mile gage. In
contrast to this upstream reach, suspended-sand budgets indicate
sand accumulation in all downstream reaches, with relatively lit-
tle suspended sand transported past SIB. Single-vertical suspended
sediment samples during the peak of the pulse ﬂow are discussed in
section 4.1 in the context of spatial patterns of sediment transport
and of scour and ﬁll.
3.3. Geomorphic change resulting from the pulse ﬂow
3.3.1. Repeat lidar
The lidar DoD shows that scour and ﬁll was conﬁned to the rela-
tively narrow zone within the deeper portion of the active channel
(Fig. 9). In the limitrophe part of the dry reach, from river km 20–35,
scour and ﬁll patterns tended to balance one another and there was
no net change in bed sediment storage (Fig. 10A). Downstream from
SIB, there was more scour and more ﬁll in an approximately 10-km
long segment from river km 37–47 (Figs. 10 B and 11). The upstream
part of this area of increased bed relief begins where the gradient
increases near the location of a breached earthen dam (Fig. 11). Fur-
ther downstream, channel change diminished, but several areas
of signiﬁcant localized scour and ﬁll occurred near two breached
earthen dams and areas of abrupt slope change where the natural
channel and the pilot channel intersect between river km 55 and
65 (Figs. 3, 9, 10 and 11).
Sediment mass balance budgets calculated from the differences
in the volumes of scour and ﬁll on the DoDs are indeterminate,
because the volume of topographic change was small relative to
the magnitude of propagated uncertainty. Fill in the entire dry
reach (Fig. 3) was  202,000 ± 988,000 m3, and cumulative scour was
−180,000 ± 990,000 m3; the net change was 21,700 ± 1,398,000 m3
(Table 2). The average thickness of ﬁll was 0.08 ± 0.20, and the aver-
age depth of scour was  0.09 ± 0.20 m.  Thus, for the dry reach as a
whole, there was no signiﬁcant net change. If we only consider
those areas where topographic change was greater than our esti-
mated uncertainty of ± 0.20 m,  the cumulative ﬁll in the entire dry
reach (Fig. 3) was  70,200 ± 40,400 m3, and the cumulative scour
was 85,300 ± 40,700 m3 (Table 2), and the average thickness of ﬁll
was 0.35 ± 0.20 m and the average depth of scour was 0.42 ± 0.20 m.
The area of these changes represents only 10% of the area ana-
lyzed. The net change in sediment storage is indeterminate in
both cases, because the uncertainty in the volume of scour and ﬁll
overlap. These results are consistent with the overall longitudinal
trend that shows scour and ﬁll patterns in the dry reach tended to
approximately mimic  each other, increasing bed relief, but with no
large-scale trend in the sediment mass balance (Fig. 10).rphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
3.3.2. Measurements of scour and ﬁll at individual cross-sections
There was  no signiﬁcant bank erosion in the upstream part of
the limitrophe where there is usually ﬂow and where dense veg-
etation covers the streambanks. Nevertheless, ﬁeld observations
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Fig. 9. Example DoDs showing locations with at least 0.20 m of change for segments shown in Fig. 3.
Table 2
Topographic change from lidar differencing.
Total Change Change Above Thresholda
(cubic meters) (cubic meters)
Reach River KM Lower Bound Zero Bias Upper Bound Lower Bound Zero Bias Upper Bound
Net Change Dry Reach 22–65 −13,75,000 21,700 14,20,000 −79,400 −15,100 49,200
Erosion − Dry Reach 22–65 −11,70,000 −1,80,000 8,10,000 −1,26,000 −85,300 −44,600
Aggradation − Dry Reach 22–65 −7,86,000 2,02,000 11,90,000 29,800 70,200 1,11,000
Net  Change to Compare to Measured Sediment Loads (Table 1)b
20-mile gage to SIB gage 27.7–34.4 −1,64,000 22,800 2,10,000 −6360 2770 11,900
−(2,61,000)  (36,000) (3,33,000) -(10,100) (4400) (18,900)
SIB  downstream to Mexico 34.4–65? −10,55,000 −8890 10,37,000 −69,000 −18,500 32,000
−(16,77,100)  −(14,100) (16,48,900) −(1,09,700) −(29,400) (50,900)
of 265
s
b
a
i
t
a
w
a
ca Excluding all areas where change was less than 0.20 m.
b Loads given in parentheses are converted to tons assuming a sediment density 
uggest considerable bed reworking and local burial of vegetation
y sand in the active channel. The magnitude of maximum scour
nd ﬁll at the cross-sections tended to be greatest, on average,
mmediately downstream from Morelos Dam and decreased fur-
her downstream (Fig. 11). Coarsening of bed grain size was  evident
t several of these cross-sections, and active bed load transportPlease cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2016.08.009
as observed in rifﬂes even during the period of base ﬂows. We
nticipated that bed scour would occur in this reach, because the
hannel is narrow, discharge was greatest, and sediment delivery0 kg/m3 and a porosity of 0.4.
from the basin upstream from Morelos Dam was  minimal, but the
cross-section measurements showed otherwise.
Channel changes at cross-sections in the dry reach were some-
what less than at upstream sites (Fig. 11). Bed scour and ﬁll
were generally limited to sub-meter scale (Fig. 12), similar to bed
elevation changes observed in the lidar data. We also observedrphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
widespread evidence of ﬂuvial dunes that ranged in wavelength
from 5 to 15 m and whose amplitudes were 0.2–0.4 m.  Many of
these dunes are visible on post-ﬂood aerial photos and in the lidar
ARTICLE IN PRESSG ModelECOENG-4344; No. of Pages 19
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Fig. 10. A) Net change with distance with distance showing cumulative uncertainty of plus or minus 0.2 m (gray shaded area). B) Maximum, minimum and mean change for
100  m segments downstream (gray trace) 1-km moving average (thick lines).
Fig. 11. Top) Longitudinal changes in channel aggradation and degradation resulting from the pulse ﬂow, where points indicate the maximum, minimum, and net channel
c increm
c shown
t  and l
D
(
c
i
s
shange  at surveyed cross-sections and solid line indicates the DEM difference at 1-m 
oncentration during the peak of the pulse ﬂow on 3/29/2014; longitudinal proﬁle 
ext  based on suspended-sand measurements and the cross-section measurements
oD. Localized lobate forms (1–10 m)  and larger-scale dune ﬁelds
 > 100 m)  were common in many places. Only two  of 58 scourPlease cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2016.08.009
hains throughout the ∼45 km dry reach showed evidence of signif-
cant scour ( > 0.1 m)  prior to deposition, whereas most showed only
cour or deposition, suggesting relatively short-lived and localized
ediment transport.ents along the thalweg trace. Bottom) Longitudinal changes in suspended sediment
 for reference. At bottom, approximate sand budgets are given as discussed in the
idar DoD.
There was little scour and ﬁll and from a point 65 km down-
stream from Morelos Dam downstream to the estuary, suggestingrphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
that ﬂows were too small to mobilize signiﬁcant portions of sandy
bed material in these downstream reaches (Fig. 11).
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. Discussion
.1. Spatial patterns of sediment transport during the pulse ﬂow
Occasional ﬂooding of an otherwise dry sandy channel has the
otential to redistribute easily entrained bed material. Individuals
nvolved in planning the pulse ﬂow expressed concern about the
ossibility that considerable amounts of ﬁne sediment would be
ransported to downstream parts of the delta and exacerbate ﬂood-
ng in that area due to loss of channel capacity. The only available
uantitative predictions of potential channel change in response to
oods in the delta were those of Tetra Tech (2004) that predicted
hat a hypothetical ﬂood of 425 m3/s would scour the bed in the
each immediately downstream from Morelos Dam; Tetra Tech also
redicted that the mobilized bed sediment would be deposited in
he southern end of the limitrophe and that little sediment would be
ransported past SIB. Schmidt (2013) speculated that the pulse ﬂow
ould cause even less geomorphic work because its magnitude and
uration was less than the ﬂow analyzed by Tetra Tech. Our ﬁeld
easurements are largely consistent with this speculation.
Our sand budget (assuming that the sand load is equal parts
ed and suspended load) suggests that 8000 t of sand were evac-Please cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2016.08.009
ated from the reach between Morelos Dam and the 11-mile gage
Table 1). We  did not observe bed degradation at our cross-sections
n the northern part of the limitrophe, but we  think that we had
nsufﬁcient cross-sections to capture the dominate process. Com-he reaches. Top panels show lidar cross-sections indicating the extent of inundation
n the bottom panel are looking upstream toward the cross-sections; 2-m rod (left)
parison of transport rates at the 11-mile and the 20-mile gages
indicate that approximately 3300 t of sand were deposited between
river km 5.2 and 27.7 (Table 1). An average of approximately
0.06–0.30 m of ﬁne sediment accumulated at cross-sections in this
reach (Fig. 11); Tetra Tech (2004) had concluded that the same
reach would be a zone of deposition. Additional sampling near the
time of peak discharge show that suspended-sand transport rates
decreased rapidly in the 10 km immediately downstream from the
11-mile gage where the river corridor widens, the channel becomes
less laterally constrained, and slope decreases (Fig. 11). Thus, we
suspect that the majority of the sand transported past the 11-mile
gage was deposited in this 10-km reach (Fig. 11).
Suspended-sand concentrations during the pulse ﬂow were low
in the downstream half of the limitrophe (Fig. 8), consistent with
Tetra Tech’s (2004) predictions. Our lidar DoD suggests that most
scour and ﬁll was  local redistribution of sand and not large-scale
net scour or ﬁll (Fig. 10B). Flux-based and morphologic sediment
budgets computed using suspended sand transport measurements
and the lidar DoD provide a consistent perspective regarding the
geomorphic response of the reach between the 20-mile and SIB
gages. The ﬂux-based sand budget suggests approximately 1000 t of
sand accumulation (Table 1), coincident with a general decrease inrphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
channel gradient along this 7-km reach (Fig. 11). The morphologic
budget from lidar also shows aggradation in the reach between
these gages (36,000 ±297,000 t net change for all grid cells; 4400
±14,500 t net change for grid cells where change was  greater than
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.20 m)  (Table 2), but there is large uncertainty, because the signal
s small relative to the area analyzed.
We estimated that total sand transport past the SIB gage was
nly 380 t (Table 1), but there was an area of greater scour and ﬁll
etween river km 37 and 47 (Fig. 10B). Increased suspended sed-
ment concentrations were also measured downstream from SIB
uring the peak ﬂow (Fig. 11). Channel gradient increases down-
tream from SIB (Fig. 11), and bed forms visible in the lidar DEM
lso suggest a considerable bed load component of the total sedi-
ent load. Nevertheless, there was little bank erosion measured in
his reach, similar to the rest of the study area. For the dry reach
s a whole, there was no signiﬁcant change in sediment storage
Fig. 10; Table 2), with scour approximately balancing ﬁll in almost
ll of the segments from river km 22–65 (Fig. 10B, black line). The
each between SIB (river km 35) and river km 65 (Fig. 3) was  an area
f rapidly losing stream ﬂow because water that inundated rem-
ant meanders adjacent to the pilot channel effectively served as
nﬁltration basins. As a result, stream ﬂow further downstream was
ear the minimum discharge (∼15m−3/s) required for suspended
and transport and there was negligible geomorphic change.
.2. Comparison of the pulse ﬂow with ﬂoods in other dryland
hannels
Floods in dryland, ephemeral stream channels often have very
igh bed load and suspended sediment concentrations (Laronne
nd Reid, 1993; Topping, 1997; Reid et al., 1998), compared to
heir perennial counterparts (Reid and Laronne, 1995). During the
ulse ﬂow of the Colorado River, total sediment ﬂuxes and sed-
ment concentrations were relatively low (c.f. Fig. 8). Suspended
ediment concentrations were more comparable to those observed
n perennial streams draining low sediment supply landscapes
c.f. Mueller and Pitlick, 2013) or other parts of the Colorado
iver basin in sediment deﬁcit reaches immediately downstream
rom large dams, such as the Green River downstream from Flam-
ng Gorge Dam (www.gcmrc.gov/discharge qw sediment/station/
INO/404417108524900). This reﬂects, in large part, an imperfect
nalogy to ephemeral streams, because such streams are typically
onsiderably steeper than the Colorado River in its delta, which
reatly enhances bed shear stress and sediment transport for a
iven ﬂow volume.
Topographic changes during small to moderate ﬂoods in dryland
treams may  be similar to those observed during the pulse ﬂow,
ith meter- to sub-meter-scale erosion and deposition focused
n the active channel bed and limited erosion of vegetated banks
Hooke and Mant, 2000; Merritt and Wohl,2003; Wilcox and
hafroth, 2013). Similar to this study, Perignon et al. (2013) doc-
mented erosion and deposition with repeat lidar during a 2006
ood event that peaked at 176 m3/s on the Rio Puerco, an ephemeral
and-bedded stream in New Mexico with an average channel gra-
ient of 0.0011, approximately ﬁve times steeper than the delta
Friedman et al., 2015). The 2006 ﬂood resulted in approximately
.4 × 106 m3 of cumulative erosion and deposition, with a mean
hange in elevation of eroded zones of −0.42 ± 0.16 m and of aggra-
ational zones of 0.37 ± 0.12 m.  By contrast, cumulative erosion and
eposition along the dry reach of the Colorado River (Fig. 3), a reach
bout four times longer, was approximately 25% of that observed
long the Rio Puerco; even less if we consider only those areas
here change was above the 0.20 m uncertainty bound (Table 2).
Flow magnitudes sufﬁciently large to scour and remove bank-
tabilizing vegetation are likely a prerequisite for dramatic changes
n channel form in dryland streams (e.g. Osterkamp and Costa,Please cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
ﬁcial ﬂood in a transformed post-dam delta: The Colorado R
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecoleng.2016.08.009
987; Huang and Nanson, 1997; Friedman and Lee, 2002; Grifﬁn
nd Smith, 2004; Grifﬁn et al., 2005). These larger ﬂoods have
 legacy effect on channel morphology, and channel form often
ersists for long periods following major events with post-ﬂood PRESS
neering xxx (2016) xxx–xxx
channel narrowing promoted by vegetation establishment (Tooth,
2000). Following a channel-resetting ﬂood that scoured vegeta-
tion along the Bill Williams River in western Arizona, Wilcox
and Shafroth (2013) found that small magnitude artiﬁcial ﬂoods
became less effective as riparian vegetation became progressively
more established. Similar processes of widening and narrowing
as a consequence of the 1980s and 1990s ﬂoods and subsequent
dewatering have been documented along the Colorado River in the
limitrophe (Tiegs and Pohl, 2005). Our results further demonstrate
a progressively narrowed and incised channel in the limitrophe,
because ﬂows have diminished in recent decades, such that more
recent smaller-scale channel changes are inset within the active
channel of the 1980s and 1990s.
4.3. Implications for riparian vegetation recruitment
Some aspects of the pulse ﬂow hydrograph were designed to
promote the germination and establishment (recruitment) of ripar-
ian vegetation, particularly native cottonwood and willow trees.
Conditions for establishment of these species are well-understood
and strongly connected to ﬂood ﬂows and associated ﬂuvial pro-
cesses (Scott et al., 1996; Shafroth et al., 1998). Favorable conditions
for recruitment include surfaces with bare, moist sediments at the
time these species release their seeds, and such surfaces can be
created through scour and ﬁll associated with ﬂooding. Scour and
ﬁll and localized bar formation along channel margins occurred in
parts of the wetted channel in the limitrophe immediately down-
stream from Morelos Dam. Farther downstream, we  estimate that
approximately 10% of the dry channel area inundated by the pulse
ﬂow experienced either scour or ﬁll of >20 cm. It is likely that many
of these sites would have already been bare, as the majority of
the channel change occurred in unvegetated channel areas where
the pre-pulse water table was deep. Newly deposited bars should
have been good candidate sites for new seedling establishment,
but their very limited spatial extent likely restricted new seedling
establishment, as did failure to meet other seedling establishment
requirements such as continued soil moisture availability which
was compromised in much of the limitrophe by the cessation of
ﬂow releases from the dam on April 18 (Shafroth et al., this volume).
4.4. Historical perspective on the 2014 pulse ﬂow
The 2014 pulse ﬂow is best characterized as an effort to rejuve-
nate a riparian ecosystem along an intermittent stream; the pulse
ﬂow was not an effort to restore a perennial river, and certainly
not an effort to restore a navigable channel in an active delta. No
one involved in planning the pulse ﬂow anticipated that a peak
ﬂow 95% less in magnitude and 85–90% less in duration than typ-
ical measured peak ﬂows of the early 20th century (Fig. 13) could
ever recreate the green lagoons described by Aldo Leopold (1949).
Nevertheless, rehabilitation of a riparian ecosystem would provide
some ecosystem beneﬁts, because the delta region still provides
signiﬁcant ecosystem services (López-Hoffman et al., 2009).
If one deﬁnes the Colorado River’s delta as an aggradational
wedge of accumulating ﬁne sediment where distributary channels
avulse and distribute sediment over an ever-changing area, then
the head of today’s post-dam delta is more appropriately deﬁned
to occur somewhere far downstream from the head of the natural
delta that existed a century ago. Landsat imagery shows that sed-
iment deposition during the 1980s ﬂoods occurred downstream
from the limitrophe and approximately 100 km downstream from
the former delta head (Supplemental Fig. S4). Much of today’s “deltarphic change and sediment transport during a small arti-
iver delta, United States and Mexico. Ecol. Eng. (2016),
region” is better characterized as an incised ephemeral channel that
is evacuating ﬁne sediment from the upstream part of the former
delta and transferring that sediment closer to the Gulf of California.
During the planning of the pulse ﬂow, apprehension was expressed
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Fig. 13. Median daily mean discharge for the Colorado River at Yuma, AZ for the
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ame period relative to the daily mean discharge released from Morelos Dam during
he  2014 pulse ﬂow.
hat more ﬁne sediment would be evacuated from the bed in the
imitrophe and deposited farther downstream. Because of its small
agnitude and short duration, however, the pulse ﬂow in 2014 did
ot transport signiﬁcant amounts of ﬁne sediment downstream to
he active delta of the modern Colorado River. Nelson et al. (2013)
rovided a convincing argument that the entire region near the
elta − ocean interface is more appropriately deﬁned as an estu-
ry, because ﬁne sediment delivery to the area from the upstream
atershed has effectively ceased. Today, the Colorado River has
xtended its length into its former delta and behaves as an inter-
ittent or ephemeral stream with long parts that are persistently
ry feeding a shrinking, or perhaps non-existent, deltaic zone.
The capacity of pulse ﬂows to mimic  ﬂood events typical of the
ast is further limited by long-term drought, climate change, and
omplete water allocation. The only long-duration ﬂood events that
ay  occur in the future will result from reservoir spills, such as
ccurred in the mid-1980s, that only occur in wet cycles when
nowmelt from the distant Rocky Mountains is unusually large. The
ikelihood of such conditions returning to the Colorado River water-
hed in the next century is low due to climate change (McCabe and
olock, 2007; Rajagopalan et al., 2009; Woodhouse et al., 2016).
maller or more localized ﬂoods in the lower Colorado River basin
lso occasionally result in stream ﬂow that bypasses Morelos Dam,
nd ﬂows comparable to the pulse ﬂow have been observed in those
ituations (Ramírez-Hernández et al., 2013). Since 1950, the 10-
ear ﬂood of the Gila River (USGS gage 09520500, Gila River near
ome, AZ), immediately upstream from the delta and downstream
rom major storage reservoirs, is 115 m3/s and is approximately
qual to the magnitude of the pulse ﬂow. Yet historical data suggest
hat long duration ﬂows greater than 200 m3/s, such as occurred
uring the 1993 Gila River ﬂooding, are necessary for signiﬁcant
>30 m)  channel migration (Fig. 7). Thus, widespread geomorphic
hanges such as channel shifting and bank erosion may  only occur
uring exceptional Gila River ﬂoods (cf. House and Hirschboeck,
993) that overwhelm reservoir capacity and are conveyed down
he lower Colorado River channel in the delta.
. ConclusionsPlease cite this article in press as: Mueller, E.R., et al., Geomo
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Post-dam ﬂoods incised the channel of the Colorado River in
he limitrophe by several meters, ﬁrst in the early 1940s and then
s a consequence of several ﬂoods in the mid-1980s and 1990s. PRESS
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Lower terraces formed during these decades of incision became
pseudo-ﬂoodplains during the pulse ﬂow because they were inun-
dated, but meter-scale scour and ﬁll was  largely conﬁned to the
relatively narrow bed of the active channel. Suspended-sand con-
centrations were highest at the 11-mile gage nearest to Morelos
Dam, but decreased rapidly downstream in the limitrophe. Down-
stream from SIB, there was  an approximately 10-km reach of
enhanced sediment transport and geomorphic change where chan-
nel gradient was steeper. Overall, sediment ﬂuxes and geomorphic
change were modest during the pulse ﬂow, and repeat lidar shows
no net export of sediment from the dry reach. Approximately 65 km
downstream from Morelos Dam, where peak discharge attenuated
to less than 15 m3/s, sediment transport and scour and ﬁll were
minimal. Thus, while the pulse ﬂow reworked the channel bed for
more than 50 km downstream from the dam, larger ﬂows are neces-
sary to induce ﬂoodplain reworking. Total allocation of water in the
Colorado River basin renders frequent or larger controlled ﬂoods
unlikely. Exceptional ﬂoods from the Gila River basin and parts of
the basin downstream from Hoover Dam that result in large over-
deliveries of water at Morelos Dam may  be the only mechanism
for signiﬁcant changes to delta geomorphology for the foreseeable
future.
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